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1) In MOST cases, the path for Uploading is: 

(images) top/images/yourfolder             (docs)  top/yourfolder/documents 

   (images or documents uploaded to the wrong folder may be deleted, causing broken links) 

2) All changes must be approved and published to the live site for them to show up. 

3) The home page for any department folder is the page called “default”  

4) Do not show the words http:// or  default.aspx when listing a URL in print or on the Web  
www.palmbeachstate.edu/Advising  is correct way to show rather than  
http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/Advising/default.aspx     

5) Shorten the URL when listing on a web page or in print (flyer, document, etc).  You don’t need 
to show the http:// or default.aspx part and Cap the last part for easier reading  (see below) 

 
http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/web/default.aspx                          ACTUAL URL OF HOME PAGE 
www.palmbeachstate.edu/Web                                      SHORTENED URL AS IT SHOULD BE SHOWN 

 

http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/web/help-docs.aspx                      ACTUAL URL OF A SUB PAGE 
www.palmbeachstate.edu/web/Help-Docs.aspx               SHORTENED URL AS IT SHOULD BE SHOWN 

6) Line Spacing - the default is double-spacing.  To get single, hold shift and Return/Enter.   

7) Do not use red text, unless it is some type of emergency or alert notification. 

8) Do not use all CAPS (except for acronyms) as it implies yelling and is harder to read. 

9) All documents uploaded to OUcampus should be PDF’s unless they are fillable forms.    

10) Use Content/Pages in the top blue bar to get back to the page list view. 

11) Links to PDF files & external websites always need to open in a New Window.    

12) Do not underline text in documents or on Web pages - it implies a link is attached. 

13) Resize photos BEFORE uploading.  You can make some edits within OU Campus but it is easier 

to do it before in Photoshop.  You should not upload large digital photos - resize them first.  

14) Max width of images uploaded should be no more than 1240px.   

15) Outdated information needs to come down in a timely manner (within 1 week). 

16) No TBA or Coming Soon pages.  Do not submit pages for publish until page is complete. 

17) Never stretch or make an image larger than original size that was uploaded to OU Campus. 

18) Formatting should be done last.  Type or copy all text to the page first and then do any 
formatting (bold, italic, font size, etc.)  

19) PREVIEW pages before submitting so you can test links and catch errors.  

20) Visit the Web Help page often for new alerts and information:  www.palmbeachstate.edu/Web  
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